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More and more TU/e students go abroad for their studies to follow courses, internships or a doctorate path. 
What is it like to find your way in a new country? Students tell their stories.

Would you also like to write an article about your time 
abroad? Please send an email to cursor@tue.nl. 

New Zealand is mainly known for being “very beautiful” and for being the country where Lord of  
the Rings was filmed. Having been here for three months I can definitely confirm this. I’ve had the 
pleasure of traveling up and down the country and it is 100% worth it!

Since New Zealand is on the other side of the world from the Netherlands, the trip was quite  
exhausting, and being over two meters long doesn’t help when you spend 26 hours on an airplane. 
About 42 hours after I left the Netherlands, I finally arrived in Auckland. I was immediately welcomed 
at the University of Auckland where I was going to do my internship. I’ve been working on modeling 
and simulation of patient transit in hospitals. 

New Zealand is easy-going; the word “hurry” is not in the Kiwi dictionary. Instead of “no problem” 
and “you’re welcome” people say “no worries”, which is pretty much a lifestyle here.
I live in a student apartment building around the corner from my work, both of which are in central 
Auckland. Like 99% of the population I don’t ride a bike here, but walking gets me to most places  
I need to go. This did cause some sore muscles the first weeks, since flat ground is nowhere to be 
found. Every walk through Auckland involves hills.

I recommend everyone who wants to leave Europe at some point to visit New Zealand, even though 
you’ll need at least a month. You’ll see the most wonderful mountains, volcanoes, beaches, islands, 
waterfalls and animals. Winter is by far the best time to go: the weather forecast for the Netherlands 
reads cold and wet every week, but January in New Zealand generally means over 25 degrees and 
beautiful weather! What an amazing country!

Read more stories online:  www.cursor.tue.nl/en 
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student of Mechanical 

Engineering

And how are things in Auckland?

What happens to international 
students after they graduate 
from TU/e? Do they go job  
hunting in the Netherlands,  
pack their bags and explore  
the world, or return to their 
home countries? International 
TU/e graduates talk about  
their lives after TU/e.

Name: Djan Khoe 
Place of Birth: Magelang, Indonesia
Date of Birth: July 22, 1946
At TU/e:  I joined TU/e as a student of Electrical Engineering in January, 1965. In 1983,  

I rejoined TU/e as a part-time Professor while working at Philips Research 
Laboratories. In 1994, I became a full professor of Telecommunications,  
more specifically Electro-Optical Communication Systems. I am the founding 
father of the COBRA (COmmunication technologies, Basic Research and 
Application) Research Institute in Eindhoven. I retired in 2011.  

Current position: As an Emeritus Professor, I am now coaching Post Docs. 

What are you doing now? 
As an Emeritus Professor, I am personally coaching Post Docs who are applying for 
Veni, Vidi, and Vici Grants, and other recognitions. I volunteer, but I used to ask for  
a rare brand of Cava Colet, whenever someone wanted to reward me. I have amassed 
quite the collection. 
I originally wanted to train dogs for the blind, and managed to get all the diplomas  
for becoming a professional dog trainer. However, they only accept full-timers,  
so I had to abandon that career path. I do occasionally help people who have  
problems with their dogs.  

How do you reflect on your time at TU/e?
As a student, I chose TU/e because it was a new and small university. After I got my 
first-year certificate in just nine months I decided that I should relax a little. So I spent 
four years completing my Kandidaats (cf. bachelor’s, ed.) with a grade average of 6.  
I became fully focused again for the doctoral period and as a result, I graduated Cum 
Laude. The Kandidaats period was quite enjoyable: I saw much of Europe at that time. 
During my period as a part-time Professor, the atmosphere within the EE Department 
was not great. Professors were old and had never heard of working together.  
They enjoyed their own isolated islands, and fought each other a lot. The new,  
younger generation who came after that were all hard-working, modern professors,  
and much more open to collaboration. That period marked the start of great EE 
successes. In 1983, I was invited to apply for the part-time position, and in 1994  
I was offered the position of full professor. In 1985, I launched the COBRA  
(Communication Technologies, Basic Research and Applications) research  
institute at TU Eindhoven.

What advice would you give current students? 
What’s most important is to graduate with a good grade. You’ll have more  
opportunities to decide where you want to go. And professionally: quality is 
 the only thing that works. In addition, it is crucial to develop a network of  
national and international colleagues. 

Life after TU/e
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Student Sports Center 
to be campus showpiece

Previous expansions of the SSC (est. 1967)
Early 70s: Krachthonk (fitness room)
1973:   Air-supported structure at the sports center parking lot  

(not very vandalism and storm resistant)
1981:  Gymnasium 2, cafeteria, two squash courts, sauna
1984:  Climbing wall
1996:  Gymnasium 3
2001:  Swimming pool
2006:  Three squash courts, new gym
2009:  Renovation cafeteria
2013:  Roof over driving range
2014:  Artificial turf soccer pitch at sports venue De Hondsheuvels

A popular sports center is valuable for TU/e, says 
director of Student Sports Center Eindhoven (SSC) 
Wim Koch. “Apart from research and education, a 
university should also focus on the facilities for 
students and staff. Considering we’re realizing a 
Science Park that will result in more activity and 
housing on campus, our athletic and fitness 
facilities need improvement. There is now a master 
plan: the Student Sports Center is meant to become 
a meeting point for everyone on campus. Not only 
should the SSC become a showpiece for potential 
students and job candidates, but more visible 
physically, too - seen from the Eindhoven ring road.

Current issues 
Size
Wim Koch was there when the three-thousandth member was registered.  That was back in 1987. Today, SSC  
has more than eleven thousand members, and Koch won’t be surprised if it will hit the twelve-thousand mark  
some time this academic year. The major growth is tough for the accommodation, as more and more groups  
have trouble finding slots for their classes. Some student sports clubs now even have waiting lists: Tantalus 
(basketball), Hajraa (volleyball), and Don Quishoot (hockey). The fitness area can’t handle the high number  
of members, either.  

Internal logistics
The SSC entrance is cramped, hallways are too narrow, and storage areas are scattered at impractical locations. 
Koch is in favor of a single long corridor, as that would improve the flow and provide better emergency routes.  
An extra entrance is being considered as well. Outdoor clubs currently use eight small makeshift buildings.  
On top of that, Weth (surfing), Okawa (canoeing), ESAC (climbing), All Terrain (outdoor), Da Vinci (archery)  
and the SSC technical services all store their equipment in these buildings. New indoor storage rooms have  
been agreed on. 

Secondary facilities
SSC collaborates with Sportplein Eindhoven and TopSupport, private groups of physiotherapists and sports  
and exercise physicians, respectively. SSC members can come to their consultation hours, provided they can  
be received. The master plan includes a new meeting room and a doctor’s office for the health cluster. 

Sanitary ware is ready for refurbishing. The swimming pool dressing rooms are especially small, says Koch.

Rietveld
The tennis and hockey pavilion was designed 
by architect Gerrit Rietveld. It has been located 
between the tennis courts and the synthetic hockey 
field since 1967. It’s suited perfectly for 300 athletes, 
but these days over six hundred people use the 
building. It will therefore be renovated some time  
in 2015, and fitted with four separate shower units. 
It’s a temporary solution until renovation of the SSC 
is completed. What will happen to the pavilion  
after that depends on what TU/e has in mind for the 
northwest corner of campus. If the university wants to 
realize a construction project, the pavilion can serve 
as an extra housing accommo dation or meeting spot. 
If the area remains an athletic zone, the tennis and 
hockey pavilion will keep its current function.

What’s next?
The ground floor will be fitted with extra showers, new storage areas, 
and two gymnasiums will replace the current fitness area. The latter 
are meant for classes specifically. The gymnasiums will be well isolated 
so they may be used for mindfulness, yoga, and other quiet disciplines. 
The new part of the SSC will have an extra room with a mirror wall 
for dance classes. “When group classes are no longer taught in the 
gymnasiums, we’ll have at least 20 extra hours for team sports”, 
says Koch.

A new fitness area will be built on the first floor. It will be visible from 
outside. “So you can see campus activity through the windows.” 
Koch expects the demand for unscheduled sports, and sports without 
required team practice to increase. “Because of evening lectures, 
students visit in the afternoon, even mornings.”

When will it be done?
Financing must be arranged first, obviously, but considering the 
major growth SSC is going through right now, Koch hopes to start 
in 2018. The SSC director is writing the business case as we speak. 
Initial estimations arrive at three million euros. “There’s a rigid 
financial side, because I have to prove the whole operation is viable, 
but I want to take into account the total cost of ownership as well. In 
other words: what is the value of an athletic epicenter on campus?”
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